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AMENABLE PAIRS OF GROUPS AND ERGODIC ACTIONS
AND THE ASSOCIATED VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS1

BY

ROBERT J. ZIMMER

Abstract. If X and Y are ergodic G-spaces, where G is a locally compact

group, and X is an extension of Y, we study a notion of amenability for the

pair (X, Y). This simultaneously generalizes and expands upon previous

work of the author concerning the notion of amenability in ergodic theory

based upon fixed point properties of affine cocycles, and the work of

Eymard on the conditional fixed point property for groups. We study the

relations between this concept of amenability, properties of the von

Neumann algebras associated to the actions by the Murray-von Neumann

construction, and the existence of relatively invariant measures and condi-

tional invariant means.

1. Introduction. If G is a locally compact second countable group, the

notion of amenability for G can be characterized in a variety of ways. Two of

the most important are the fixed point property for affine actions and the

existence of an invariant mean on L°°(G). For G discrete, amenability can

also be characterized in terms of the von Neumann algebra generated by the

regular representation. If H is a subgroup of G, the notion of amenability for

the pair (H, G) was examined in detail by Eymard [4], who showed, among

other things, that the existence of an invariant mean on Lœ(G/H) is

equivalent to a conditional fixed point property.

In [14], the author introduced the notion of amenability for an ergodic

action of a locally compact group, which plays a role in ergodic theory

parallel to that of amenability in group theory. Amenability for ergodic group

actions is based upon an analogue of the fixed point property for groups,

namely an "invariant section property" for affine cocycles. When the group is

countable and discrete, amenable actions may be characterized in terms of an

analogue of a G-invariant mean, and also in terms of the von Neumann

algebra associated to the action by the classical Murray-von Neumann group

measure space construction [15], [16]. The point of this paper, which may be

considered a sequel to [14], [15], and [16], is to develop the analogue of

Eymard's notion in ergodic theory; namely, we consider amenable pairs of

ergodic G-spaces (X, Y) where A' is a G-space extension of Y. Our definition
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of amenability for the pair is in terms of a conditional invariant section

property. (For the case in which y is a point, the author also considered this

notion in [14].) In §2 below, we present the definition and some basic

properties. For G countable and discrete, we show in §4 that amenability of

the pair (A', Y) is equivalent to the existence of a G-invariant conditional

mean L°°(X)-*Lco(Y), and can be characterized as well in terms of the

existence of a norm one projection between the associated von Neumann

algebras. §3 is concerned with questions of existence of extensions of a given

action which form an amenable pair. We show that every ergodic action of G

on Y has an ergodic extension X such that (X, Y) is an amenable pair, and,

moreover, that every ergodic system of imprimitivity based on Y arises as a

subsystem of a system of imprimitivity naturally induced by some such

extension of Y. These extensions may in fact be chosen to have a relatively

invariant measure, a condition stronger than amenability of the pair. The

results of §3 are based on I. Segal's work concerning the canonical normal

distribution on a Hubert space.

2. Preliminaries. We begin by recalling the definitions of amenable ergodic

actions and amenable pairs introduced in [14]. We refer the reader to that

paper for a discussion of the definitions to follow. Let G be a locally compact

second countable group. By an ergodic G-space we will mean a standard

Borel space S with a Borel right G-action, S1 X G -> S, and a probability

measure p, quasi-invariant and ergodic under G. If M is a standard Borel

group, a Borel function a: S X G -» A/ is called a cocycle if for all g, h E G,

a(s, gh) = a(s, g)a(sg, h) for almost all s. If tr: G -» M is a homomorphism,

then a(s, g) = it(g) defines a cocycle called the restriction of m to S X G. Let

E be a separable Banach space, E* the dual, and E\* the unit ball in the dual,

which is compact and metrizable in the a(E*, E) topology. Let Iso(£) be the

group of isometric isomorphisms of E, which is a standard Borel group in the

strong operator topology [14, Lemma 1.1]. If S is a standard Borel space, by a

Borel field of compact convex subsets of E\* we mean an assignment s -» As,

where As c E\* is compact and convex, and A = {(s, x)\x E As) cSX£f

is Borel. Suppose that a: S X G-*lso(E) is a cocycle. Then there is an

induced adjoint cocycle a*: S X G -> Horneo^*) defined by a*(s,g) =

(a(s, g)~x)*. A Borel field is called a-invariant if for each g, a*(s, g)Asg = As

a.e. A Borel function y: S -» E* will be called an a-invariant section if for all

g, a*(s, g)y(sg) = y(s) a.e. We call S an amenable G-space if every a-in-

variant field of compact convex sets contains an a-invariant section. More

precisely:
Definition 2.1. If S is an ergodic G-space, we call S amenable if for every

separable Banach space E, cocycle a: S X G -» Iso(E), and a-invariant field
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As, there exists an a-invariant section with y(s) E As a.e. (We call y a section

in^.)

Thus amenability of S is a type of fixed point (or "invariant section")

property. In fact, if S is a transitive G-space, then this condition is equivalent

to the usual fixed point property for the stability groups [14, Theorem 1.9]. In

[14], we also introduced the notion of an amenable pair (S, G), where S is an

ergodic G-space, generalizing the notion of a conditional fixed point property

introduced by Eymard.

Definition 2.2. If S is an ergodic G-space, (S, G) is called an amenable

pair if for every (continuous) homomorphism m: G -» Iso(iT), and G-invariant

compact convex set A c Ef, the existence of an a-invariant section y: S -» A

(where a is the restriction of m to S X G) implies the existence of a fixed

point for G in A.

Proposition 2.3 [14, Proposition 4.2]. If S = G/H is a transitive G-space,

then (S, G) is an amenable pair if and only if the pair (H, G) has the

conditional fixed point property of Eymard [4, p. 11].

The following result was proved in [14].

Proposition 2.4 [14, Proposition 4.4]. If S is an ergodic G-space and there

is a G-invariant mean on L°°(S), then (S, G) is an amenable pair.

If S is a transitive G-space, it follows from Proposition 2.3 and a result of

Eymard that the converse of this proposition is true. We shall see in §4 that at

least for G countable and discrete the converse is true for any ergodic S.

In [14], we indicated that one could define amenability of a pair (X, Y)

where X is an extension of y by a conditional invariant section property, and

we present this definition now. Recall that if (X, ju), (Y, v) are ergodic

G-spaces, then X is called an extension of y if there exists a G-invariant Borel

map/>: Z-» Y such that p+(p) = v. (Actually, p need only be defined on a

G-invariant conull Borel subset of X, but as this technicality will play no

role in what follows, we shall ignore it.) If/î: Y X G -» M is a cocycle, then

the restriction of ß to X X G, say a, is defined by a(x, g) = ß(p(x), g). If Y

is a point, then ß is just a homomorphism defined on G, and the restriction of

ß to X X G coincides with our previous definition.

Definition 2.5. If p: X -* Y is an extension of Y, then (X, Y) is an

amenable pair if for every cocycle ß: Y X G -» Iso(Is) and ß-invariant Borel

field of compact convex sets Ay c E\*, the existence of an a-invariant section

in Ax (where Ax is defined by Ax = ApM) implies the existence of a /?-

invariant section in Ay.

We remark that if Y is an amenable G-space, then (X, Y) is an amenable

pair for every extension X of Y. We now discuss some other natural
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xmditions on an extension which implies amenability of the pair (X, Y).

lîp: (X, p) -» (Y, v) is an extension of ergodic actions, let p = j®py dv be a

decomposition of p over the fibers of p. For g E G, we have that for almost

all y, fly • g and py are equivalent measures.

Definition 2.6. We will call p relatively invariant over Y if for each g,

Py • g = (iyg for almost all y.

We remark that a similar notion in a somewhat different context has been

considered by Glasner [5]. If y is a point, then a relatively invariant measure

over y is just the usual notion of a G-invariant measure.

Proposition 2.7. If X has a relatively invariant measure over Y, then (X, Y)

is an amenable pair.

Proof. With notation as above, let y be an a-invariant section, y(x) E

Ap{x) a.e. Define \p(y) = ¡y(x) dpy. Then ip is a Borel map, \p(y) E Ay, and

Hys) -/?(*) dpy, (x)

= jy(x)d(py • g)(x) = Jy(xg) dpy(x)   a.e.

= ja*(p(x),g)-\(x) dpy(x) = ß*(y, g)-Xfy(x) dpy(x)

= ß*(y, *)~VO0-

Thus, \¡/ is a yß-invariant section in A .

A more general notion than a relatively invariant measure is a gener-

alization of the notion of an invariant mean.

Definition 2.8. If X is an extension of Y, by an invariant conditional mean

on LK(X) over Y we mean a projection operator of norm one M: Lco(X) ->

L°°(Y), with M (I) = I, and which is a G-map.

We note that it follows that M must be positive, and satisfy M(fh) =

fM(h) if / E L°°(Y) [12]. It is clear that if p is a relatively invariant measure

over y, then M(f)(y) = ¡fdpy defines an invariant conditional mean. If y is

a point, then an invariant conditional mean is simply a G-invariant mean on

LX(X). The following generalizes Proposition 2.4.

Proposition 2.9. If there is an invariant conditional mean on L°°(X) over Y,

then (X, Y) is an amenable pair.

Proof. With notation as above, let y be an a-invariant section in {Ap(x)).

For each w E E, define fw E LX(X) byfw(x) = (y(x), w}, where < , ) is the

pairing E* X E-*C. Then w-*M(fw) is a continuous map £'-»LC0(y) of

norm not exceeding one, and hence there is a weakly measurable \L: y-> Ef

such that for all w, M(fw)(y) = (d(y), w} a.e. [2, p. 582]. Changing \p on a
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conull set if necessary, we can assume u> is Borel and is determined up to

equality on a conull set by this equation. We now claim that for any

essentially bounded and measurable map 0: y-> E,

M((y(x), 9(p(x))))(y) = <*(y), B(v)> a.e.

This can be shown exactly as in the proof of the lemma of [15], first showing

this for simple 6, and then using an approximation argument. With this in

hand, we can now show that uV is actually a ^-invariant section. We have

<ß*(y,g)Hyg)>™) = (^(ys),ß(y,sT^)
= (Hyg)>ß(y8>8-»

= M((y(x),ß(p(x),g-x)w))(yg)

= M([(y(xg),a(xg,g-X)w))(y)

= M((a*(x,g)y(xg),w))(y)

= <^(v),w>.

Thus ß*(y, g)ip(yg) = »K v) a.e. Finally we must show that \p(y) E Ay a.e.

We argue as in the conclusion of [15]. Let 0 run through a countable dense set

in E and q be a rational number. It suffices to show 0(Ay) > q implies

^OKv)) > q a.e. Let Y0 = {y\0(A) > q). Then Y0 is measurable. If Y0 has

positive measure, we have M((0, y(x)}Xp-\Y¿) > M^x?-^ = qxYo- Thus

for almost all y E Y0, <0, \¡/(y)y > q, completing the proof.

Just as with Proposition 2.4, we shall see in §4 that the converse of

Proposition 2.9 holds if G is countable and discrete.

3. Existence questions. In this section we make some observations about the

existence of extensions of a given action forming an amenable pair, and in

fact about existence of extensions with relatively invariant measure. The

simplest type of extension is just a product action, and for each G we shall see

that there is a G-space with finite invariant measure whose product with any

G-space other than translation on G modulo a compact subgroup is ergodic.

The remaining case is easily handled, and we conclude that any ergodic

G-space other than translation on G itself has an ergodic extension with

relatively invariant measure. For any extension A"-» Y, the induced repre-

sentation of G on L2(X) defines an ergodic system of imprimitivity based on

y, and we also show, using similar techniques, that most ergodic systems of

imprimitivity based on Y appear as a subsystem of such a system, where X

has a relatively invariant measure over Y. These results are based on some

properties of the canonical normal distribution on a Hilbert space, which we

now recall. The reader is referred to [6], [10] for details.
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Let H0 be a (separable) real Hubert space with complexification H. Let p

be canonical normal distribution on H0 (with parameter 1). Then p is not

o-additive, but there is a standard Borel space S, a Borel probability measure

v on S, and a weak distribution L: HQ -» F(S), where F(S) is the space of

measurable functions on S, so that any element of H0, as well as any tame

function on H0, can be represented as a random variable on S. Let ty be the

algebra of tame polynomial functions on H0, G the algebra of bounded tame

functions, and 4? and G the corresponding subalgebras of F(S). Let S(H) —

'2'j°^0Sk(H) be the symmetric tensor algebra of H, which is of course also a

complex Hubert space. If U is a unitary on H, let S(U) be the induced

unitary on S(H), S(U) = 2<BSk(U). Then by [10, Corollary 3.1] there is a

unitary isomorphism D: S(H)-> L2(S, v) such that for any U which takes

H0 c H onto itself, we have f or / E ^ and the corresponding / E 4P,

DS(U)D~xf E 4? corresponds to the element in 9 defined by/ ° U*. Since

every bounded measurable function on a finite dimensional Euclidean space

is the L2-limit (Gaussian measure) of polynomials, it follows by a limiting

argument that the correspondence above for/ E ^P holds for/ E G as well.

Now/-»/ » U* is clearly multiplicative, so we can conclude that DS(U)D ~x

is multiplicative on G. Now G c LM(S) is an L2-dense subalgebra and it

follows by an approximation argument that DS(U)D~X(L°°(S)) = Lœ(S),

and that DS(U)D~X is an automorphism of this algebra.

Theorem 3.1. For every noncompact locally compact second countable group,

there is a standard Borel G-space, S, a G-invariant probability measure v on S,

ergodic under G, such that the induced unitary representation of G on L2(S) 0

C has the properties that (i) U(g„) -» 0 weakly for every sequence gnE G for

which g„->oo; and (ii) For every f E L2(S), f+ I, {g\U(g)f = f} is a
compact subgroup of G.

Proof. Take H0 = L2(G, R) in the above construction and let m be the

regular representation of G on H = L2(G, Q. Then U(g) = DS(tr(g))D-x

defines a representation of G on L2(S) such that each U(g) restricts to an

algebra automorphism of L°°(5). It follows from Mackey's point realization

theorem [7] that there is an ergodic action of G on S which induces U(g).

The representation U restricted to L2(S) © C is of course equivalent to

"Slf>xSk(ir). Each Sk(Tr) is a subrepresentation of the tensor product of tr with

itself k times. As the tensor product of m with itself is equivalent to a multiple

of »r [3], it is clear that the proof of (i) will be complete once we have the

following.

Lemma 3.2. For the regular representation of any locally compact noncompact

group, we have tr(g„) -* 0 weakly for any sequence g„ -» oo.
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Proof. Let /, h E L2(G). For e > 0, there is a compact set K such that

¡g-k(\J? + \h\2) < e2. If g <£ K~XK, IhenKg-1 n K =0. Thus

J(*(g)f)h\<fjv(g)A \h\+fG_KWz)A \h\

I \x/2    I \x/2

< [¡JrWffj/t)   * [U'^UV

Since e is arbitrary, the result follows.

To see (ii), we note that if H c G is a closed subgroup, then the restriction

of ir to H is equivalent to a direct integral of representations all equivalent to

the regular representation of H. If U(H)f = f for some/ ^ 1, then by taking

a suitable projection,/can be chosen to lie in a subspace on which H acts like

the regular representation. It follows that H leaves some element in its regular

representation invariant which implies that H is compact.

Corollary 3.3. For any ergodic G-space Y, other than translation on G

itself, Y always has an ergodic extension with relatively invariant measure, and

hence an extension such that (X, Y) is an amenable pair.

Proof. If Y X S is not ergodic, it follows from [17, Proposition 3.1] that

the Y X G cocycle res(C/) on L2(S) © C contains the identity. Then by

Theorem 3.1 and [17, Corollary 3.3, Proposition 3.4], it follows that Y = G/K

where K is a compact subgroup. But if K does not reduce to the identity, G is

an extension of Y with relatively invariant measure.

We remark that the basic observation used here that subgroups of an

infinite dimensional unitary group may define natural ergodic actions (in

contrast to the finite dimensional case) is due to I. E. Segal [11].

We now prove another existence theorem which shows that the collection

of extensions with relatively invariant measure must be large enough to define

most systems of imprimitivity based on Y, or equivalently, most unitary

cocycles, that is, cocycles a: Y X G -» U(H0), where U(H¿) is the unitary

group of some Hilbert space H0. Suppose p: X-> Y is an extension with

relatively invariant measure. Then, as described in [13], there is a naturally

induced Y X G unitary cocycle a. Namely we have for each y, g, a map

P~X(y)-*P~l(yg) which is measure preserving for almost ally. This induces

a unitary a(y, g): Hyg -» Hy, where Hy = L2(p~x(y)). Almost all the Hy are

isomorphic by virtue of the ergodicity of G on y and so we can suppose

a(y, g) E U(H0) for some Hilbert space H0. We want a condition under

which a given cocycle ß on Y X G will be equivalent to a subcocycle of the
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naturally induced cocycle of some extension of Y. For any ß, write ß s= y ©

2ed¿# where {/?,} are a countable collection of finite dimensional unitary

cocycles on Y X G, d¡ are nonnegative integers, and y is a cocycle with no

finite dimensional subcocycles.

Theorem 3.4. If d¡ < dim /?, for each i, then ß is equivalent to a subcocycle

of the naturally induced cocycle of some ergodic extension XofY with relatively

invariant measure over Y.

Proof. We first show that y is a subcocycle of a naturally induced cocycle.

We note first that y © y is self-conjugate and so there is a conjugation on

H © H which is y © y-invariant. It will suffice to show that y © y is

contained in a naturally induced cocycle, so we can actually assume that H is

the complexification of a real subspace H0 c H, with HQ y-invariant. Let S

be as above, and define the cocycle y(y, g) E U(L2(S)) by y( v, g) =

DS(y(y, g))D~x. Let X = Y X S and define a unitary representation a of G

on L2(X) » L\Y, L\S)) by

(o(g)f)(y) = f(v, g)f(yg)r(y, g),/2   for/ E L2(Y, L2(S)),

where r is the Radon-Nikodym cocycle of Y X G. Since each y(y, g) is

multiplicative on Lœ(S), a(g) leaves the Boolean algebra B (X) invariant,

and hence by Mackey's point realization theorem there is a G-action on X

which induces the same Boolean action as a. Since o(g)(l) = r(y, g)x^2, it

follows that a is in fact the natural representation of G associated to the

action on X, and hence that y is the natural induced unitary Y X G cocycle

on L2(S) © C. Now y s= 2®S*(y), so we certainly have that y is a subcocycle

of y. It remains to show that X is ergodic, and for this it suffices to see that y

does not contain the identity cocycle [17, Proposition 3.1]. But since y has no

finite dimensional subcocycles, the fc-fold tensor product of y with itself does

not contain the identity [13, Lemma 2.13] (recall y is self-conjugate). But since

Sk(y) is a subcocycle of the A>fold tensor product, the result we are seeking is

true for y.

Now consider the representation y' = 2®4ß,-, d¡ < dim /?,. By [13,

Theorem 6.4] there is an ergodic extension Y X S' of Y with relatively

invariant measure such that the natural induced cocycle, say a, contains y'.

(Actually, [13, Theorem 6.4] is stated under the hypothesis that Y has a finite

invariant measure. However, the only point where this is used in the proof is

in the proof of [13, Lemma 3.13], which by a different proof ([17, proof of

Lemma 6.3], or [8]) is still valid for general Y.) With S as above, we can now

form the (fibered) product Y X S X S'. The naturally induced cocycle of

this extension will be y <8> a. Since each of these contains the identity exactly

once, y X S X S' will be ergodic [13, Lemma 2.13], [17, Proposition 3.1],
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and it is clear that ß is a subcocycle of y ® a. This completes the proof.

When y is a point, we obtain the following result, which of course also

follows directly by combining [11] with some classical results.

Corollary 3.15. If m is a representation of G sucn that each finite dimen-

sional subrepresentation occurs with multiplicity less than or equal to its

dimension, then tr is equivalent to a subrepresentation of the natural repre-

sentation of some ergodic G-space with finite invariant measure.

4. The associated von Neumann algebras and conditional invariant means. In

this section we turn to an examination of the connections between amena-

bility of a pair, the existence of conditional invariant means, and relationships

between various von Neumann algebras associated to a pair of groups or

ergodic actions of countable discrete groups. In [16], generalizing known

results for groups, we characterize amenable ergodic actions of countable

discrete groups both in terms of the von Neumann algebra associated to it by

the Murray-von Neumann construction, and the existence of an analogue of a

G-invariant mean. The characterization in terms of von Neumann algebras

concerns the existence of a norm one projection from the algebra of all

bounded operators to the von Neumann algebra in question. This property,

and properties related to it, have been studied for some time by a number of

authors, culminating in the work of A. Connes [1]. Here, we shall characterize

amenable pairs in terms of the existence of a norm one projection from one

algebra to another, and show that amenability of the pair is equivalent to the

existence of a conditional invariant mean.

We begin with a characterization in terms of von Neumann algebras of

amenability for a pair of groups. Let G be a locally compact second

countable group and H c G a closed subgroup. Let U(g) be the right regular

representation of G on L2(G), V(g) the left regular representation, R(G) =

{U(g))", R(H) = {U(h)}", and define L(G) and L(H) analogously.

Although we do not need this fact, we note that R (H) is isomorphic to the

von Neumann algebra generated by the right regular representation of H on

L2(H).

Theorem 4.1. If (H, G) is an amenable pair, then there is a norm one

projection of L(H)' onto L(G)' = R(G). The converse is true if G is countable

and discrete.

Proof. Suppose first that (H, G) is an amenable pair, that is, has the

conditional fixed point property of Eymard. For T E L(H)', let C(T) be the

weakly closed convex hull of {V(g)TV(g)~x\g E G). Then there is a

natural affine action of G on C(T). Since T E L(H)', 77 is a fixed point for

the action of H on C(T). By the conditional fixed point property, there is a
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fixed point in C(T) for G, that is, an element of C(T) n L(G)'. Arguing as in

the proof of [9, 4.4.15], we obtain the norm one projection.

Now suppose that G is countable and discrete and that P: L(H)' -» L(G)'

is a norm one projection. Let G/H be the cosets of the form {Hg). Then we

have a natural identification L°°(G/H) c L°°(G), and a representation M of

L°°(G) as multiplication operators on L2(G). Clearly M(LK(G/H)) c

L(H)'. For / E Lœ(G/H), let m(/) = (P(M(f))x\x} where x is the

characteristic function of the identity element in G. Let /• g be the right

translation of/. Then

/«(/•S) = (P(U(g)-xM(f)U(g))x\x)

= (î/(g)-1JP(A/(/))i/(g)x|x)    since i/(g) E L(G)'

= (t/UrVUr'PÍMÍ/^UMg)*!*}   since V(g) E L(G)

- w(/)   since U(g)V(g)x = x.

Clearly m(l) = 1 and ||m|[ = 1. Thus m is a G-invariant mean on LX(G/H)

which implies that (H, G) is an amenable pair.

We now turn to the analogous result for amenable pairs of ergodic actions

of countable discrete groups. We begin with some general results we will need

concerning extensions and Borel fields of compact convex sets. Let G be a

countable discrete group, (X, m) and (Y, v) ergodic G-spaces, and/?: X^> Y a

Borel G-map. By virtue of the ergodicity of G on Y, X will be isomorphic

(modulo null sets) as an extension of y to a product (X, m) = (Y X I,

v X Pq), where / is the unit interval, Pq is a Borel measure on /, and/»: X-+Y

is just given by projection on the first factor. Let £ be a separable Banach

space. We recall that for a standard Borel space (S, p), we have LX(S, E)* s=

L^S, E*). By the o-topology on L°°(S, £*), we mean the a^^S, E*),

Ll(S, E)) topology, and similarly, by the o-topology on E*, we mean the

a(E*, E) topology. By L°°(S, Ef) we mean the unit ball in L°°(5, E*), which

is compact and metrizable in the o-topology. We shall examine some relations

between Borel fields of compact convex sets onI= Y X I and those on Y.

The proof of the following is routine, and we omit it.

Lemma 4.1. The map LM(Y, Ef) -» LM(X, Ef) defined by composition withp

is a-continuous (and of course norm continuous).

Now let/: /-»£■,* be a Borel function, where E* has the a-topology, and

let ess(/) be the essential range of / with respect to the measure /% on /. For

any probability measure p on I, we have f*(p) E M(E\*), the probability

measures on E\*. Let b: M(Ef)^*Ef be the barycenter map. Then b is

continuous where M(E^) has the a(M(Ex), C(E*)) topology (which we also
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call the a-topology on M(EX*)). For any set A c Ef, let co(A) be the closed

convex hull of A.

Lemma 4.2. There exists a countable collection of probability measures p„ on

I, absolutely continuous with respect to juq, such that for every Borel function f:

I -» Ef, we have

œ(css(f)) = {b(f,(pn))}.

This set {p„} is independent of E.

Proof. We note first that for anyjt < Po,f*(p) is supported on the closed

set ess(/), and hence b(f¡(p)) E co(ess(/)). Now let f be a countable

generating field for the Borel structure on /. For each Borel A c I with

Po(A) > 0, let pA be the induced probability measure on A, that is pA(B) =

p0(A n B)/pq(A), and { p„) the countable set of measures on I obtained by

taking finite rational convex combinations of {pA\A E f, p0(A) > 0). Since

/„ and b are affine functions, we conclude that {b (/„( /!>,))} is a convex set

contained in co(ess(/)). Thus, it suffices to see that if x E ess(/), then

x E {b(f+( p„))}. Choose a compact convex neighborhood of x in Ef, say W.

Since x E ess(/), Po(f~xW) > 0. For each n, choose An E 5" such that

Po(AnAf~x(W)) < l/n. Since M(Ef) is compact, we can suppose, by passing

to a subsequence if necessary, that f*(pA) o-converges to a probability

measure v on Ef. Then b(f^(pA ))^>b(v), and since there is a countable

neighborhood basis of x consisting of compact convex sets, it suffices to show

b(v) E W. If not, there is an element y E E such that (b(v), v> > 0 and

<w, v> < 0 for all w E W. But then <£(/*( «*„)). v> > 0 for all sufficiently

large n, that is,

f(m>y)xAñdp0(t)/po(A„)>Q.

Since y is bounded on Ex, as n -> co this becomes

f(M y>Xf-'fvdp0(t)/p0(rxw) > o.

But this contradicts the fact that <w,y) < 0 for all w, proving the lemma.

Lemma 4.3. For each probability measure p<&Po, the map L°°(/, Ef) -» Ef

defined by /-> b(f*(p)) is continuous, where both spaces have the a-topology.

Proof. If x E E and /„ -* / in L°°(J, Ef), we must show that

iWnUti), x> -» <*(/*( /*))> *>• Theleft side is

J</„(0, x> 4* = /</„(;), 0W<W(0*> *o-
Now r -> (dp/d¡io)(t)x is in £'(/, /x0, £). Thus as « -> co, we obtain by the
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o-convergence of/, to/,

/</(/), (dp/dN)(t)x) dp, = (b(Upj), x).

Now suppose that/: y X J-» £f is Borel. For eachy, we havej£: I-* Ef

defined by fy(t)=f(y, t).

Lemma 4.4. ///: Y X / -» Ef is Borel, and p< pçis a probabiltiy measure

on I, define %(f)(y) = b((fy)*(p)). Then *„(/): Y ̂  Ef is Borel.

Proof. The map Y-+Lm(I, Ef) defined by y-+fy is Borel (by Fubini's
theorem) and the result now follows from Lemma 4.3.

Corollary 4.5. Iff: Y X I-*Ef is Borel, then y -*co(ess(fy)) is a Borel
field of compact convex subsets of Ef.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.4, and [14, Lemma 1.7].

We shall make important use of the following lemma, whose proof is

straightforward.

Lemma 4.6. Suppose a: YX G-*Iso(E) is a cocycle. Let ß(x,g) =

a(p(x), g). If f: X ^> Ef is a ß-invariant section, then y-*co(ess(fy)) is an

a-invariant Borel field of compact convex sets.

We now present the amenability criteria for a pair of ergodic G-spaces. As

above, we let U(g) and V(g) denote the right and left regular representations

of G respectively, acting on L2(G). The following operators are defined on

L\X X G).ForgE G.let

(Ü(g)f)(x,h) =f(xg,hg)r(x,gf2,       (V(g)f)(x,h) =f(x,g-xh);

and for í e Lœ(X), define

(MJ)(x, h) = s(x)f(x, h),       (NJ)(x, h) = s(xh)f(x, h).

Let R be the von Neumann algebra generated by {Ü(g), Ms\g E G, s E

L°°(X)}, L the von Neumann algebra generated by {V(g), iVjgEG,

s E LX(X)}, and LY the von Neumann algebra generated by { V(g), Ns\ g E

G, s = u »p where u E LC°(Y)}. We then have the main theorem of this

section, which includes a converse to Proposition 2.9 for suitable G.

Theorem 4.7. Let G be a countable discrete group,p: X-*Y an extension of

ergodic G-spaces. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) (X, Y) is an amenable pair.

(ii) There is a norm one projection from L onto LY.

(iii) X has a G-invariant conditional mean over Y.

When y is a point, we obtain in particular the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.8. If G is a countable discrete group and X is an ergodic

G-space, then (X, G) is an amenable pair if and only if there is a G-invariant

mean on LM(X).

We note that for arbitrary G, Eymard has shown this is true for transitive X

[4]-
Before beginning the proof, we collect some facts we will need. We can

write L2(X X G) in a natural way as a direct integral, L2(X X G) =

J$L2(G), where the isomorphism takes f(x, g) E L2(X X G) into the field

x -» fx, where fx E L2(G) is given by fx(g) = f(x, g). Under this

isomorphism V(g) corresponds to the direct integral of the constant field of

operators V(g) = ixV(g)- Each operator Ns, s E L°°(X), is clearly also

decomposable with respect to this direct integral decomposition. Thus, letting

D be the algebra of decomposable operators, we have L c D. We note that D

can be naturally identified with LX(X, B(L2(G))), where B(L2(G)) is the

algebra of bounded operators on L2(G). Let T(L2(G)) be the separable

Banach space of trace class operators on L2(G) with the tracial norm. We

have T(L2(G))* = B(L2(G)), and L\X, T(L2(G)))* *S LK(X, B(L2(G))).

On bounded sets the weak operator topology on D corresponds to the

o-topology on L°°(X, B(L2(G))). We can identify LX(Y, B(L2(G))) via an

imbedding /asa subalgebra of D. Namely if T E LX(Y, B(L2(G))), let

(J(T))(x) = T(p(x)). Then / will be continuous in norm and in the weak

operator topology on bounded sets. Let us denote the image of J by DY C D.

Then it is clear that V(g) and Ns, s E L'X'(Y), are contained in the von

Neumann algebra DY, and hence LY c DY. We shall denote by VY(g) and

NY the elements in L°°(Y, B(L2(G))) corresponding to V(g) and Ns respec-

tively. These operators act on the Hilbert space L2(Y, L2(G)). We can also

define operators ÜY(g) and MY, g E G, s E L'X(Y), in an entirely

analogous manner. We note that LY = J({VY(g), NSY}"), and recall the

classical result that R' = L [18, pp. 137-138] (and similarly for the algebras

defined on L2(Y, L2(G))). We now turn to the proof of the theorem.

Proof (of Theorem 4.7), (i)=>(ii). Let D be as above, and B(D) the

bounded operators on D. Then B(D) =■ (D ®max £>*)*, and we call the

a(B(D), D ®maxDJ topology the a-topology. Let T = ¡®T(x) E D. Then

for s E L^Y), define $, E B(D) by $,77 = Ms opT, and for a probability

measure p on I, p « p,, define Q^T^x) = b((TpM)^(p)). We note that

$M(77) E D by Lemma 4.4. Let F c B(D) be the set of all finite sums 2$s.Ott

where fi, E { p„} are chosen as in Lemma 4.2, and s¡ E L™(Y) with s¡ > 0

and Sj, = 1. We easily see that Fis convex and that for $ E F, ||0|| < 1. Let

F be the o-closure of F± so that F is a compact convex set. We recall that if

TED then the map F-*D given by O -» $(77) is continuous where F and
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D have the o-topologies. The essence of the proof of (i) implies (ii) is the

following.

Lemma. For each finite set Ax,..., An E L, there is a $ E F such that

$(A¡) E LYfor each i.

Proof. Let E be the separable Banach space T(L2(G)) © • • • ©

T(L2(G)), the direct sum taken n times. Then E* = B(L2(G)) © • • • ©

B(L2(G)). Let a: Y X G^>lso(T(L2(G))) be defined by a(y,g)T =
U(g)TU(g)~x. Then the adjoint cocycle a*: YX G->lso(B(L2(G))) is

given by the same formula. Let à: Y X G -» Iso(is) be ä = a © • • • © a, so

that 5* = a* © • • • © a*. We define ß and ß to be the restrictions of a and

5 to X X G, that is, ß(x, g) = a(p(x), g), ß(x, g) = ä(p(x), g). Let A E

Lœ(X, Ef) be defined by A(x) = (Ax)(x) © • • • © (A„)(x). Since each A¡
commutes with Û(g), we have U(g)~l(A¡)(x)U(g) = A¡(xg) a.e., which im-

plies that A (x) is a ¿8-invariant section. Let Cy =co(ess(Ay)) c Ef. By Lemma

4.5, Cy is an ¿¡¡-invariant field of compact convex sets, and clearly A(x) E

CpfxX a.e. Thus, by the definition of amenable pair, there is an ä-invariant

section, say W(y) E Cy. From Lemma 4.2 and [16, Lemma 2.2], we conclude

that W E L°°(Y, Ef) is the a-limit of elements Wk where each Wk is a finite

sum,

-vk(y)-2fki(y)b{(AMpkl)),

with fki > 0 and 2, fki = 1. But this can be written  Wk(y) = Wkx(y)

© • • • © Wkn(y) where

Wkj(y)=^fki(y)b{((Aj)y),(pkS).
i

We have W(y) = Wx(y) © • • • © W„(y), where Wj = o-lim Wkj as k -> co.

Since W is a-invariant, it follows that U(g)~xWj(y)U(g) «■ Wj(yg) a.e., or

equivalently, Wj commutes with ÜY(g). As it clearly commutes with MY for

all s E Lco( Y), it follows that W} is in the von Neumann algebra generated by

VY(g\ KY> and hence that Tj = J(Wj) E L°°(X, B(L2(G))) is actually

contained in LY. Let $*EFbe defined by 3>* = 24yw$Ä(. Since Wj = a-

lim W^y, it follows that 7} = o-lim ^k(Aj). By the compactness of F, {$*} has

a o-accumulation point i> £ F. It is clear that $(A) = Tj, and since we have

already established that 7} E LY, the proof of the lemma is complete.

_ We now complete the proof of (i) => (ii). For each A E L, let FA = {$ E

F\$(A) E LY). For each A, $ -» $04) is a-continuous into D, and since

LY c Dis o-closed, FA is compact. The lemma implies that the intersection of

any finite number of the FA is nonempty, and so by the finite intersection

property, there is $ E F such that $(L) c LY. Since Ly c DY, it is clear

from the form of an element in F that any member of F is the identity on LY,
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and hence the same is true for elements of F. Hence, $ is the required norm

one projection.

Proof of (ii) =» (iii). Let P: L-*LY be a norm one projection. For

/ E LX(X), we have the operator Nf E L. Let a E L2(G) be the function

which is one on the identity and vanishes elsewhere. Then P(Nf) E LY c

J(Lœ(Y, B(L2(G)))). Define o(f)(y) = Q-xP(N})(y)a\d). Since V(g) E
LY, we have P(V(gT%V(8))- V(g)-xP(N})V(g) [12]. Since P(Nf)

commutes with U(g), we also have

U(g)-x(j-xP(Nf)(y))U(g) = J-xP(Nj)(yg)

for each g and almost all y. Thus for almost all y,

<f-S)(y) = {J-'P(Nj.g)(y)a\a)

= (j-xP(V(g)-xNfV(g))(y)a\a)

= (v(g)-x(j-xP(Nf)(y))V(g)a\a)

= (v(g)-ïU(g)-x(J-xP(Nf)(yg))U(g)V(g)a\a/

= o(f)(yg) = (o(f)-g)(y).

This shows that o is a G-map. Furthermore, if / E L^Y), ihenJ~xP(Nf) =

N/, and (JV/( y ))(«)( g) - f(yg)a(g). Hence <iv/a|fl> = /(y), showing that

a(f) =/ for / E L°°(y). Hence o is a norm one projection a: Lœ(X)->

L°°(Y), completing the proof,

(iii) => (i). This is just Proposition 2.9.
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